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Preface
This guide provides the installation procedures and the information required to use EditShare’s FLOW
Panel, which works with Blackmagic’s DaVinci Resolve.

Conventions
The following conventions are used throughout this guide:

Bold text in procedures indicates icons, buttons, links, or menu items that you click on.

Italic text indicates variables.

Monospace text indicates text displayed on screen.

Technical Support
For questions not addressed in our documentation, contact EditShare Technical Support. Have the
exact version number of your EditShare implementation, as well as your support agreement number.

EditShare strongly recommends that you purchase a support agreement for your system.

Please contact EditShare Technical Support at the following URL:

http://www.editshare.com/support

Information about new features and bug fixes are available in the EditShare ReadMe for your server’s
version, the EditShare update web site http://updates.editshare.com/ or your server’s Landing Page.
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Chapter 1: FLOW Panel Introduction and
Prerequisites
This guide describes how to use EditShare’s FLOW Panel integration with  DaVinci Resolve. Specifically,
FLOW Panel allows users to browse, search for, and review content from storage spaces that FLOW
has access to, without leaving DaVinci Resolve. The content is available for immediate import into
projects created with DaVinci Resolve.

The FLOW Panel also allows users to update the metadata on clips in their storage spaces that FLOW
has access to from within DaVinci Resolve.

For small systems that may be running on the FLOW Admin server or on a dedicated server on larger
systems, FLOW Panel connects to FLOW using the EditShare Gateway Service. A license is required
that covers the number of users that will be running FLOW Panel.

Prerequisites
The following prerequisites need to be completed on the server and client sides.

Server Side Requirements
The requirements for server side operation include:

● Gateway Server running as a dedicated server or on the FLOW Admin server (All-In-One).

Access rights to FLOW Panel enabled for named users (see “Enabling FLOW Panel in FLOW Control” ).

Client Side Requirements
In order to use EditShare’s FLOW Panel within DaVinci Resolve, as a minimum, the following must be
running on a Windows or macOS workstation:

● DaVinci Resolve Studio 17.1 or later
● MAC OS X Big Sur, Catalina
● Microsoft Windows 10

A connection to the EditShare Gateway Service.
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Enabling FLOW Panel in FLOW Control
To enable FLOW Panel you must have Administrator-level privileges in FLOW Control. This allows you
to grant users access to the FLOW Panel. To obtain Administrator-level privileges in FLOW Control,
contact your system administrator. For further information about user permissions in FLOW Control,
refer to the FLOW Control Administration Guide.

Miscellaneous Information
Before attempting to install or use FLOW Panel, gather the following information:

● FLOW Username and Password
● IP Address of the Gateway Server
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Chapter 2: Installing FLOW Panel
NOTE:  Before beginning the FLOW Panel installation be sure you have obtained information
contained in Miscellaneous Information in Chapter 1.

The FLOW Panel can be installed in either a Microsoft Windows or macOS environment.

Installing FLOW Panel in a Microsoft Windows or in a
macOS Environment
To install FLOW Panel in a Microsoft Windows or in a macOS environment, log into your FLOW server
by entering the IP address to a web browser.

From the landing page, download the Microsoft Windows or macOS version and follow the package
installation prompts.
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Chapter 3: Using FLOW Panel
The chapter describes how to access and use the FLOW Panel.

Accessing FLOW Panel
To access the FLOW Panel:

1. Start DaVinci Resolve and create or enter a project.
2. From within DaVinci Resolve, select Workspace -> Workflow Integrations -> EditShare.

FLOW Panel opens.
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3. Enter the FLOW Server IP address of the FLOW Server you are connecting to, for example:
192.168.1.65

NOTE:  The port number is not required.

4. Enter the FLOW Username and Password.

NOTE:  Make sure the username and password exist within the Users tab of FLOW Control and that
the user has ‘Panel’  permissions granted.

5. Click Sign In. The Media tab is displayed listing all the available spaces that the user account
has permission to access.
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FLOW Panel Components
The following figure illustrates the different components that make up the FLOW Panel.

The following table describes the different components.

Number Component Name Description

1 Home Button Returns you to the Homepage.

2 Profile Button Displays the following:

● Current signed in user.
● Change Preferences.

○ Set/Change the downloaded proxy location.
○ Set/Change the proxy download naming

option
○ Assign Custom Metadata to display & include

in searches
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● Sign out.

3 Refresh Button Refreshes the contents of a media space and starts a
FLOW scan.

4 Upload Upload content from DaVinci Resolve to FLOW.

5 Thumbnail Resize Resizes thumbnails using the slider function.

6 Search Search by entering search criteria.

7 Review Review content.

8 Recent Lists recently previewed or imported clips.

9 Projects Displays a list of available FLOW projects.

10 Media Displays all media spaces available to the user.

Browsing Media in FLOW Panel
The browsing capability within FLOW Panel allows you to:

● Search for Media.
● Browse FLOW Projects.
● Browse imported content or recently previewed content.

Searching Media
To search and browse media:

1. Click on the Media tab if it is not already selected.
2. Double-click on the desired media space. All clips and folders located in the selected media

space are displayed.
3. Double-click on sub-folders to view their contents.
4. Double-click on a clip to load the clip into the media player.
5. To close the media player, click the back arrow above the viewer. This takes you back to the

folder/sub-folder containing the assets.

NOTE:  The folder path located above the viewer displays the path currently being viewed. Clicking a
folder/sub-folder name in the path jumps to the contents of that folder/sub-folder.
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6. To change the view and size of the folder/sub-folder, change the View or Size at the top of the panel.

7. When browsing in thumbnail view media space clips show an overlay of the state of clips,
thumbnail overlays display Asset Status, Online, Offline, Archived, No Proxy and Version. The
following example illustrates Online, Offline, and Archived media.

8. Toggle between thumbnail and list view via the view option icons.

9. When browsing in List View:

Media spaces are listed on the left hand side in a collapsable and resizable pane. The folders
and contents are then listed in a tree view style.
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a. Right click on the column header to choose from column options such as show/hide,
or resize.

b. Customise columns displayed & sort order by clicking Customise … from the context
menu.
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c. Left click on the column headers to change sort order.
d. Hover over column edges to manually resize.
e. To select single or multiple items use SHIFT/CMD/CTRL, Select All CMD/CTRL+A.
f. Right click to select import or delete options from the asset context menu.
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Searching for Media by Search Criteria
The Search box at the top of the Panel can be used to enter search criteria to search all available
media spaces for content that matches the text entered. To search for media:

1. Click within the Search box at the top of the Panel.

2. Enter the search text that you are searching for and press Enter. The results can then be
sorted by Asset Filtering or Asset Sorting.

3. To clear the Search field click the on the X icon.
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Browsing Projects
To browse FLOW Projects:

1. Click on the Projects tab (If you do not see the Projects tab, click the Home button first, then it
should be visible.

2. Select the desired project by double-clicking on it. All clips and bins located in the selected
project should be displayed.

3. Double-click on bins to enter them.
4. Double-click on a clip to load it into the media player.

5. To close the media player, click the back-arrow above the viewer to take you back to the
project containing the assets.

6. The path above the viewer shows the path of the project and bin currently being viewed.
Clicking a bin name in the path jumps to the contents of that bin.
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7. To change the view and size of the project or bin, change the View or Size at the top of the panel.

Searching Project Contents
The Search box at the top of the Panel can be used to enter search criteria to search all available
projects for content that matches the text entered. To search for project content:

1. Click within the Search box at the top of the Panel.

2. Enter the search text that you are searching for and press Enter. The results can then be
sorted by Asset Filtering or Asset Sorting.

3. To clear the Search field click the on the X icon.
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Browsing Recent Content
This tab shows all the content that has already been imported to a Resolve project or recently
previewed in the media player

Sorting and Filtering Assets
The following section describes how to sort assets and filter them for both the Media and Projects tabs.

Sorting Assets
The contents displayed in a folder/sub-folder can be sorted based on the criteria set. To set the sort criteria:

1. Click on the Asset Sorting button.

The Asset Sorting panel is displayed.

2. Click on the drop-down arrow under Sort by to display a list of the available sort criteria.
3. Select the desired Sort By option.
4. Choose the direction (Ascending or Descending) by clicking the appropriate button.
5. Click the Apply button to save the changes.
6. To cancel the changes, click the Cancel button or the X (close) icon.
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Asset Filtering
The content shown in the panel can be filtered by:

● Media Type
● Status
● Video Codec
● Clip Resolution
● Frame Rate

1. Click the Asset Filtering button. The Asset Filtering panel is displayed.
2. Select each check-box under the Media type that is required.

● Video: Only assets with video will be displayed in folders/sub-folders.
● Image: Only still image files will be displayed in folders/sub-folders.
● Audio: Only assets with audio only will be displayed in folders/sub-folders.
● Document: Only assets that are not media will be displayed in folders/sub-folders.

NOTE:  A combination of options can be selected.

3. Select each check-box under Status that is required.
● Online: Only media that is online will be displayed in folders/sub-folders.
● Offline: Only media that is offline will be displayed in folders/sub-folders.
● No proxy: Only media that does not have a proxy will be displayed in folders/sub-folders.
● Archived: Only media that has been archived will be displayed in folders/sub-folders.

NOTE:  A combination of options can be selected.

4. Click on the drop-down arrow under Video codec to display a list of the available codecs.
Select the desired codec from the list (only one can be selected).

5. Click on the drop-down arrow under Clip resolution to display a list of the available
resolutions. Select the desired resolution from the list (only one can be selected).

6. Click on the drop-down arrow under Frame rate to display a list of the available frame rates.
Select the desired resolution from the list (only one can be selected).

7. To apply the changes made click the Apply button or click Clear to clear all the changes.
8. To cancel the changes, click the Cancel button or the X (close) icon.
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Viewing Media
To view media:

1. Browse to the media space folder/sub-folder containing the desired clip.
2. Double-click on the desired clip. The clip opens in the media player.

3. Press the Play/Pause button to toggle playback on and off. During playback, the Play/Pause
button displays the Pause icon. From within this panel you can:

Icon Description

● Move to the start of the clip.
● Move 10 frames backward.
● Move 10 frames forward.
● Move to the end of the clip.
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Use the scrub bar to move quickly to a position
within the clip’s timeline.

● Click on the loudspeaker icon to
alternately mute and unmute the audio
output. When muted, the loudspeaker
icon changes to Mute.

● Adjust the audio volume up and down
by dragging the slider right and left.

Click the time-code box to open the time-code
drop-down options and view the current,
elapsed, and remaining time.

To change the playback speed of the loaded
clip, click the Playback Speed icon and select
one of the speed options on the menu that
opens.

To import the loaded clip into the project click
the Import icon.

To mark an in point for marker creation

To mark an out point for marker creation

Clear mark In/Out points

Delete marker

Add marker
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Viewing Clip Metadata
To browse clip metadata:

1. Browse to the media space folder/sub-folder.
2. Double-click on the clip to load it into the media player.

3. To view metadata for a clip loaded in the viewer, click on the Information icon.

The Metadata information panel is displayed. All the metadata available for the clip displays
on this panel, which is read-only.
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4. Click on the Properties tab to display the properties for the clip. The Comments, Scene,
Projects, Take, and Tape fields are all editable.

5. Click into the desired field, enter the desired text, and press Enter to save the information.
6. Click on the X to close the panel.

Selecting and Importing Assets
The default behavior when importing assets is to first check the availability of the High Resolution
media:

● If the media space is mounted, the High Resolution media is imported.
● If the media space is not mounted, a warning appears asking whether or not to import the

proxy instead.

Note:  The “Proxy download” option is enabled by default within Preferences. To change this option,
refer to the “Preferences” instructions.
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To import assets:

1. Browse to the media space folder/sub-folder containing the assets to be imported.
2. Click on the desired asset.

● To select multiple assets in Windows, hold down CTRL and left-click each asset.
● To select multiple assets on a Mac, hold down CMD and left-click each asset.
● To select a batch of assets, left-click the first asset, hold down SHIFT then click the last

asset.
3. Right-click, on the menu that opens select Import. The selected assets are imported into the

Resolve project.

Deleting Assets
To delete assets:

1. Browse to the media space folder/sub-folder containing the assets to be deleted.
2. Click on the desired asset.

● To select multiple assets in Windows, hold down CTRL and left-click each asset.
● To select multiple assets on a Mac, hold down CMD and left-click each asset.
● To select a batch of assets, left-click the first asset, hold down SHIFT then click the last

asset.
3. Right-click, on the menu that opens and select Delete ->Online all spaces. The selected assets

are deleted from Resolve. project.

Uploading a Resolve Timeline
The Upload function is used to send a Resolve time-line back to FLOW. To do this:

From within Resolve:

1. Load a sequence within Resolve.

2. Click the Upload button at the top of the panel.
3. Click the drop-down arrow under Source. This is the source within Resolve that you want to

upload to FLOW.
4. Select Timeline located under Source.
5. Click on the drop-down arrow under Selected timeline and select Active timeline. This is the

timeline that is currently selected within Resolve.
6. Click the drop-down arrow under Range and select Entire timeline. This is the range within the

selected Resolve timeline.
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To FLOW:

After selecting the options from Resolve, the settings for FLOW need to be selected before clicking
Upload.

1. Click the drop-down arrow under Project. This is the name of the project that exists in FLOW.

2. Select the project from the list.
3. Click the drop-down arrow under Sequence. The sequence can be the name of an existing

sequence, or you can create a new one by typing the new name into the area provided.
4. Select/deselect Enable Versions. This determines whether or not you want sequence

versioning enabled in order to track changes made to the Resolve sequence within FLOW.
5. Click the drop-down arrow under Destination for high resolution and select the media space

where you wish to upload the rendered file.
6. Under Media file name, enter the name you want the rendered file to be called once

uploaded.
7. Click the drop-down arrow under Resolution and select either 720p or 1080p from the list.
8. Click Upload, the sequence is rendered and uploaded based on the criteria set.
9. Close the panel by clicking Cancel or by clicking on the X icon.
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Chapter 4: Importing and Managing
Media
The chapter describes how to import and manage media within the FLOW Panel.

Importing Media (Import Manager)
To import media within FLOW Panel:

1. On an EFS or SMB system mount the media space you plan to import media from.
2. Select the desired clips in the media space by using ctrl/cmd + left mouse click.
3. Right click on a selected clip to display the context menu and then select Import.

4. Select the Main Source clip resolution available from the drop-down in the Main Source/High
Res column.

5. Optionally choose to attach a low res/proxy version for import from the following.
a. No Media - will not attach a proxy path with the clip on import.
b. Proxy with media space information - attaches the FLOW proxy to the clip to be imported

allowing the editor to switch between high resolution and low resolution in the NLE on
demand.

c. FLOW proxy download - the FLOW proxy version downloads to the localhost and the local
drive file path attached into the import of the clip

6. Click Import.
7. Load the import clip into the Source Viewer within the NLE.

8. Click on the proxy toggle icon in the NLE to view the high resolution/proxy toggling.
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9. Right-click on the clip in the NLE and choose the Properties option to check the paths used for
high resolution and proxy clip.

Drop-down Information and Behavior.

Where:

Item Description

a
Resolution of the clip (height and width) allowing the user to easily identify
different resolution versions.

b Storage space where the clip is held
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c Proxy - denotes the FLOW proxy is available in the selected storage space.

d
FLOW proxy download - allows the user to download the proxy clip to the
local host. The download path is set in the preferences area.

Hover-over will activate tooltips to display full clip names and storage space paths.

Relinking Media after an Import using the Media
Manager
Editors typically work with proxy files but they may also use a “mezzanine” format. The mezzanine
format is a transcoded version of the original clip, usually to a manageable wrapper and codec (for
example, not RAW) but is higher quality than a lightweight proxy version, such as FLOW’s proxy.

To take advantage of this workflow an editor can perform the following:

1. If the editor has already imported media into a project, the editor can click the Relink icon in
the panel.

This launches the Media Manager, displaying a list of files (denoted with a check) which has
been imported into the NLE project from FLOW.

2. You can now choose to swap out high resolution and proxy resolution versions as desired,
thus enabling a mezzanine workflow.
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Working with Markers

Creating and Editing Markers

Creating Markers
You can use markers to identify areas of interest in your clips. For example, an event that is
particularly notable, or conversely if there are some frames that are out of focus that you want to
identify as needing to be removed. You can enter single markers, or markers that cover a section of a
clip (range markers). When you create markers you can add descriptions to them to help identify their
purpose and meaning.

1. Load the clip you want to mark into the media player and then click on the Markers tab.
2. Use the Playback controls or slide the timeline marker to the point on the clip you want to

mark.
a. To add a single marker click the Marker icon next to the media player controls.
b. To add a ranged marker, add an In and Out point that spans the desired part of the media,

then click the Marker icon next to the media player controls.
3. Click the marker icon to display details about the marker.

a. Optional: Change the color of the marker. The default color is green.
b. Optional: Add some text to add detail about the marker.

4. An entry for the marker displays below the media player controls, which includes the timecode
and any comments.

5. A flag with the color marker displays at the insertion point in the timeline
Mark In.

Adding a Marker
To add a marker:

1. Move the timeline marker to the desired position in the clip.
2. To enter a single marker, click on the marker button below the viewer. The marker displays on

the timeline.
3. The marker dialog box opens:

a. Optional: Type a name for your marker in the Name field.
b. Optional: Add any additional information about the marker in the Description field.
c. Optional: Click on a color to set the color for your marker. The default color is green.

4. To enter a marker on a section of a file, a ranged marker, mark the In and out points, click
within the section you have just marked and then click the add marker button.

5. To view information for all of the markers that you have added to a clip, click the markers tab
under the viewer. A list of all the markers that are associated with the clip are listed
sequentially, with their Timecode, Name, and Description. You can edit the Name and
Description fields, but not the Timecode because this was fixed when the clip was created.
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Creating a Range Marker (Mark and Park)
The easiest way to mark a section from a longer clip is to use the Mark and Park function. You do this
by marking the In point and using the current frame as the Out point.

1. Load the clip into the media viewer.
2. Stop the media at the position in the timeline where you want the In Point.
3. Click the In Point button. Alternatively, press the assigned shortcut key.
4. Move the current frame to where you want the section to end.
5. The section between the mark and the current frame is now selected.
6. To create a subclip, press the Make Subclip button. The subclip displays in the Recent and

Subclips filter of the Content Manager.

Editing Markers

Context Menu
From within the Context menu, click on the kebab/ellipsis menu icon (...). The Context menu is
displayed with the following options:

● Edit - Opens the Edit Marker Modal.
● Duplicate - Duplicates a marker.
● Delete - Deletes a marker.
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Using the Marker Modal
The Marker Modal is used to change, clear, cancel, and approve marker data.

From within the modal you can perform the following:

● Change marker data.
○ Start and End Time
○ Name
○ Description
○ Marker Types (clips, review and approve)
○ Marker Color
○ Marker Rating

● Revert changes back to their previous state by clicking Clear.
● Discard changes by clicking Cancel or by clicking on the cancel (X) icon.
● Save changes by clicking on Apply.

To review and approve markers:
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1. Review and add comments, as needed.

2. When you are finished adding comments and reviewing the marker, click Review and
Approve.
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Expanding and Collapsing a Marker List
To expand or collapse a marker list, click on the up/down icon next to Markers.

Importing Single Clip Markers
To import single clip markers at the time of importing the clip into NLE, click Import within the Import
Manager.

Importing a Timeline Marker
To upload markers from FLOW Sequences into NLE timeline, select the markers and then click Import
markers.

Creating Sub-clips from Range Markers
To create a sub-clip from a marker range:

1. Click on a range marker of a clip contained in the markers list.
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2. Click Import. The range marker is imported into the NLE as a sub-clip.

Selecting Custom Metadata Templates
To access and select custom metadata templates:

1. Navigate to the Preference menu and select from your custom metadata templates.

Custom metadata is displayed under (i) media information and also the custom marker
metadata.
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Uploading a Timeline Range
To upload a timeline range:

1. On the desired NLE timeline, set the In and Out points.
2. On the panel header, click Upload.
3. From the Range drop-down menu, select Timeline range.

Viewing Storage Space State Mounted/Unmounted
If a storage space is mounted by the localhost, the storage space icon is displayed in orange. States
include:

● Grey - unmounted.
● Orange - Mounted.
● Yellow & Orange - Mounted Archive Storage.
● Green - Online to FLOW Server
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Chapter 5: Seamless Proxy Editing
Seamless proxy editing aids in the editing in the cloud, making it more cost-efficient while also
improving remote editing workflows.

Importing Media
To import media:

1. On an EFS system, mount the media space that contains the media to be imported.
2. Select clips in the media space using ctrl/cmd + left-click.
3. Right-click on the desired clip. The Context menu is displayed.
4. Click Import.
5. Select the Main Source clip resolution that is available from the drop-down menu in the Main

Source/High Res column.
6. Choose if you wish to attach a low res/proxy version for import.

NOTE: For best performance, the proxy/low resolution versions should be held in EFSv EBS storage,
in the case of using the FLOW Proxy this will automatically link on selection in the Panel but you
must have the EFSv space mounted through ESC.

● No Media – will not attach a proxy path with the clip on import.
● Proxy with media space – information will attach the FLOW proxy to the clip that is to be

imported, allowing the editor to switch between high and low resolution in the NLE on
demand.

● FLOW proxy download - the FLOW proxy version will be downloaded to the localhost and
the local drive file path attached into the import of the clip.

7. Click Import.
8. Load the import clip into the Source Viewer in the NLE.

9. To view the high resolution/proxy toggling, click on the proxy toggle icon in the NLE.
10. To check the paths used for high resolution and proxy clips, right-click on the desired clip in

the NLE and select Properties.
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N.B. Drop-down Information and behavior.

Where:

a. Resolution of the clip (height and width) allowing the user to easily identify different
resolution versions.

b. Storage space where the clip is held.
c. Proxy – indicates that the FLOW proxy is available in the selected storage space.
d. FLOW proxy download – allows you to download the proxy clip to the local host. The

download path is set in the preferences area.

Hovering over the page, activates tool-tips to display full clip names and storage space paths.
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Relinking Media after Import Using the Media
Manager
Typically, editors work with proxy files but they also work with a mezzanine format. The mezzanine
format is a transcoded version of the original clip, usually to a manageable wrapper and codec (that is,
not RAW) but is higher quality than a lightweight proxy version, such as FLOW’s proxy.

To use this workflow and editor:

1. If the editor has already imported media into a project, click the Relink icon in the panel. This

launches the Media Manager.
2. The Media Manager lists files, which have been imported into the NLE project from FLOW.

These files are denoted with a check-mark.

3. You can now choose to swap out high resolution and proxy resolution versions as desired,
thus enabling a mezzanine workflow.
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Chapter 6: Keyboard shortcuts
Hotkeys apply to the Video Preview Player.

Marker creation

● In and Out:
○ i key to create an In Point.
○ o key to create an out Point.
○ p key to clear Selection.
○ m creates a range marker from single or both in and out points.

● m key creates a non range marker.

Transport control

● Media Player Hotkeys
● Space Bar for Pause/Play
● l key to Fast Forward

○ Each tap of L increases speed (1.2x, 1.5x, 2x, 4x)
● j key to Rewind

○ Each tap of J increases speed (1.2x, 1.5x, 2x, 4x)
● k key to Stop Playback.
● ; Key skip to start of timecode.
● ' Key skip to end of timecode.
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Chapter 7: Viewing Log Files
FLOW Panel log files can be accessed in the following locations:

FLOW Panel
● FLOW Panel

○ Windows

LOCALAPPDATA/EditShare/Resolve/flow-panel-[client/server]-[TIMESTAMP].lo
g

○ macOS

{HOME}/Library/Logs/EditShare/Resolve/flow-panel-[client/server]-[TIMEST
AMP].log

Resolve
● Resolve

○ Windows

C:\Users\user.name\AppData\Local\EditShare\Resolve\flow-panel-client-xxx
xxxxx.xxxxxxxxx.xxx.log

○ macOS

/Users/user.name/Library/Logs/EditShare/Resolve/flow-panel-client-xxxxxx
xx.xxxxxxxxx.xxx.log
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